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" Peter is well-known for the clarity of his writing, and for his ability to communicate ideas concisely,

compellingly, and with elegance. His talents are here deployed in a book intended for delight -

delight in the way in which the world around us is put together, in how structure is reflected in

properties, and in the extra level of beauty revealed to the informed eye and brain. " Education in

Chemistry " This is undoubtedly the most beautiful chemistry book ever written ...whether you spend

only five minutes, or indulge an evening reading it all, you will be amply rewarded. " New Scientist
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P.W Atkinks is one of the most respected authors in the field of chemistry textbooks. He has a rare

talent of explaing complicated subjects like physical chemistry and molecular quantum mechanics in

a way students can understand. This book is different however. In its pages you will find picture of

common and not so common molecules followed by a 1-2 page description of this molecule (where

it is found, some history, its significance). I read this book when I was a seventh grader (8-9 years

later I am a senior chemistry major)and absolutely loved it. It won't bog you down with confusing

technical details but rather will stimulate your curiosity. The ultimate molecular museum!

Excellent book! If you want to understand what everything is made of, then this book will introduce

you to the world of molecules. The author uses common everyday items to tell you how and why

things are the way they are. You can pick this book up and open to any page and start learning



interesting facts.

An easy read (a bright sixth grader should be able to handle it) that gives a better understanding

how chemicals work than a year of honors college chemistry.

I love this book, I found it in my local library and was not ready to return it after renewing it several

times, so I came on here and bought it.

Atkins's models of familiar and unfamiliar molecules are an inspiration to the scientifically

susceptible. Beautiful!
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